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From the Chief's Desk
Spring has sprung and summer is upon us 
(at least in my part of the world) and I 
welcome you back to another interesting 
issue. This issue will show you about the 
interesting "Google Goodies" that Google 
offers and another chapter of the Kde User 
Guide. You will also find a howto on 
configuring a 5 button mouse and a 
humorous yet informational story from the 
forum called "What is root.? Several tips and 
testimonials will also be interspersed 
throughout for your enjoyment.

Last month we published an article where 

the author suggested installing a Debian 
based OS to simplify the process of 
configuring Grub to boot several OS's. A note 
should have been attached in this article that 
there are several VERY good threads in our 
own forums and the Wiki to guide you in 
editing your Grub menu.lst file so as to 
continue using the Grub bootloader installed 
by PCLinuxOS. I will be posting a news item 
at our website with links to these threads.

This month we will be looking forward to you 
visiting our website and looking around. I 
have been working a little to make it easier for 
you to move around and am looking forward 
to your feedback. Also, please take the time 
to participate in our polls as the results are 
used to guide us in trying to make the Mag 
and the website better for you. Enough 
babbling by me so read on and enjoy!

Papawoob
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All the contents of PCLinuxOS Magazine 
(pclosmag.com) are only for general information 
and/or use. Such contents do not constitute 
advice and should not be relied upon in making 
or refraining from making any decision. Any 
specific advice or replies to queries in any part 
of the magazine is the personal opinion of the 
contributers and are not subscribed to by 
PCLinuxOS Magazine.
The information in PCLinux Magazine is 
provided on an “AS IS” basis, and all warranties, 
expressed or implied of any kind, regarding any 
matter pertaining to any information, advice or 
replies are disclaimed and excluded.
PCLinuxOS Magazine and its associates shall 
not be liable, at any time for damages (including 
without limitation, damages from loss of any 
kind) arising in contract, tort, or otherwise from 
the use of or inability to use the magazine or any 
of its contents, or any of its contents, or from any 
action taken or not taken as a result of using the 
magazine or any contents or for any failure of 
performance, error, ommission, interruption, 
deletion, defect, delay in operation or 
transmission, computer virus, communications 
line failure, theft or distruction or unauthorized 
access to, asteration of, or use of information 
contained in the magazine.
No representations, warranties, or guarantees 
whatsoever are made as to the accuracy, 
adequacy, reliability, completeness, suitability, 
or applicability of the information to a particular 
situation.
Certain links on the magazine lead to resources 
located on servers maintained by third parties 
over whom PCLinuxOS Magazine has no 
control. By visiting these, you are doing so of 
your own accord and assume all responsibility 
for such action.
These terms constitute the entire agreement 
between the parties with respect to the subject 
matter hereof and supercedes and replaces all 
prior or contemporaneous understandings or 
agreements, written or oral, regarding such 
subject matter.
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Wow! Where do I start?

I'm a relatively noob to the Linux 
Community. Initially, I purchased an 
inexpensive, refurb'd, off-lease 
desktop computer (P4, 2.8 GHz, 512 
MB, 40 GB HD, DVD-RW). Growing 
tired of adding to the Gates family 
fortunes with the "latest, greatest" 
version of Windows (I have been a 
Windows user since Win31 ... 
Windows 3.1, Windows 3.11, Windows 
for Workgroups 3.11, Windows 95 
Beta Tester, Windows 98, Windows 
ME, Windows 2000, Windows XP 
(SP1 and SP2)), I decided to give 
Linux another try after hearing/reading 
about all the hype about the various 
releases of Ubuntu. I had previously 
tried to run Fedora RedHat 5.2 many 
years before, without much success.

Needless to say, my initial foray into 
the Ubuntu world was not pain free. I 
labored and labored to try to get DVD 
playback working. I toiled and toiled 
(without success) to get my "Made for 

Windows" USB wireless adapters to 
work. The things that I could do in 
Windows with a minimum of effort were 
now making me go bald! Couple that 
with the fact that the Gnome desktop 
felt very foreign to me and somewhat 
unpolished, compared to the 
commercial offerings that hailed from 
Redmond. It simply was not designed 
to fit the work habits and patterns I had 
developed after being a Windows user 
for over 15 years.

Next, I discovered the KDE version of 
Ubuntu, named Kubuntu. Now THIS 
was more like it! It was laid out in a 
fashion that felt familiar (as a long time 
Windows user), and really fit in with the 
work habits and work patterns I had 
developed over the years. In fact, it 
was so much more comfortable, that I 
decided to install it on a few older 
computers that I had "re-built" for 
relatives and friends.

Also, during this time period, I started 

to download and explore various other 
Linux distribution Live CDs. 
openSUSE, Mandriva, Xubuntu, gOS, 
and PuppyLinux all got a trial. And 
yes, I know that other Linux 
distributions are out there; the 
downloading/trials of the various 
distributions has been a "work in 
progress" for me. This led me to 
purchase a refurbished laptop just to 
run Linux on. I'm currently writing this 
testimonial on that laptop: an IBM T23 
(P3, 512 MB, 30GB HD, DVD-ROM). 
However, what good is a laptop 
without the ability to be truly portable? 
The seller of the laptop included a 
"free" Encore Wireless G card. And, 
the laptop came installed with 
Windows XP Pro. I tried and tried ... 
for four (4) hours total ... to get the 
Encore wireless adapter to run, 
without any success. Even less than 6 
feet from my wireless router, the card 
could/would not detect the wireless 
network. I gave up and set up my 
"Made for Windows" USB wireless 
adapter on WinXP in under 5 minutes. 
Because I knew that adapter was not 
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compatible with the Linux distributions 
I had tried, I felt locked into keeping 
Windows XP installed. This thwarted 
my efforts to run Linux on the "new" 
refurbished laptop.

Finally, I decided to get another 
wireless card for the laptop, and chose 
the Siemens Gigabit 54 from 
Amazon.com (less than $30). I 
plugged it in ... and it worked almost 
instantaneously under Windows XP! 
So, it made me start to think that 
perhaps my desire to run Linux on this 
laptop was not hopeless. Digging 
around, I discovered that the chipset in 
this wireless card is the Atheros 5211, 
and fully supported (at least) by the 
madwifi project in Linux. Still, I was 
reluctant to abandon Windows on the 
laptop, still unsure if Linux could utilize 
my new wireless adapter.

Then, one night while browsing 
through various Linux forums, I read a 
post from someone wondering the 

very same thing. The reply to his post 
was to try the Live CD, and if the 
wireless adapter worked with the Live 
CD, chances were very high that it 
would work on a full installation.

Meanwhile, on my personal desktop 
Linux box (where I had replaced the 
previously-installed copy of Ubuntu with 
Kubuntu), things just kept breaking. 
Programs that used to run during one 
computer session would cease to 
respond during the next session. Even 
with the improved work flow of the KDE 
desktop in Kubuntu, frustration was 
mounting again. My search heated up 
again for a Linux distribution that 
worked for me, as Kubuntu just wasn't 
"cutting it" for me with things always 
seeming to break.

I had been looking at PCLinuxOS for a 
while. I was concerned about the 
smallish size of the PCLinuxOS 
community, which pales in size when 
compared to the HUGE Ubuntu 

community. This concerned me about 
getting assistance in the forums, 
should I run into troubles. After a little 
more digging around, I read (time and 
time again) that although the 
PCLinuxOS community was small, 
they were very helpful and 
knowledgeable. So, I relented and 
downloaded the "Live CD" for both 
PCLinuxOS 2007, and PCLinuxOS 
Gnome.

I could never get the Gnome version 
to load from the CD, so that got 
quickly shoved aside. (I did approach 
this with an open mind, despite not 
really favoring the Gnome desktop the 
first time around). Next, I tried the 
PCLinuxOS 2007. Even from the first 
splash screen, everything looked very 
polished and finished; not unfinished, 
raw, and a "work in progress," like 
some Linux distributions tended to 
look to me (given that I was used to 
the more polished and finished look of 
the Redmond products).
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Even from the Live CD, Ubuntu, 
Kubuntu, Xubuntu, and PCLinuxOS all 
were able to detect my new wireless 
card and connect to the internet! And 
given the more polished and finished 
look of the PCLinuxOS 2007, it quickly 
became a favorite, battling in my mind 
with thinking about installing the 
minuscule Xubuntu. But compared to 
PCLinuxOS 2007, Xubuntu looked 
hacked and amateurish, and a LOT 
unfinished, despite running extremely 
fast. PCLinuxOS 2007 managed to 
detect all of my hardware and properly 
configure it, and it just worked! 
Amazing! A Linux distribution that not 
only worked, but also appeared to be 
finished and polished. Windows users, 
like myself, are used to things "just 
working" from the outset. And this is 
what PCLinux 2007 delivered.

My wireless card and connection "just 
worked" right from the start. Setting up 
DVD playback took all of 5 minutes (or 
less) through Synaptic Package 
Manager. Very little else needed to be 

configured! EVERYTHING I wanted 
(almost) was installed by default ... 
OpenOffice, Firefox, YouTube videos 
... nearly everything! There are a few 
programs I want to install from 
Synaptic, just because they are the 
ones I'm most familiar with, as opposed 
to the equivalents that were installed 
by default. But ... the functionality and 
ease of use that I have become 
accustomed to is there and included 
from the start, without having to drill 
down through layers and layers of 
"linux-ese" to install.

This is NOT to say that I don't have 
some concerns about PCLinuxOS 
2007. I have found some minor 
annoyances. Here's my list of those 
things that can/could/should be 
corrected or addressed in the next 
release of PCLinuxOS:

    * * Windows users are accustomed 
to using ALT + Spacebar to open the 
current window's menu, then being 

able to press "X" to close that window. 
I'm missing that useful and frequently 
employed Windows shortcut

    * * My IBM TrackPoint "scroll 
button" does NOT work ... at all.

    * * My IBM "ThinkPad" button does 
not work ... at all.

    * * The relative "infrequency" of 
releases. PCLinuxOS has the polish 
and class to go head-to-head with 
Ubuntu in winning dominance among 
Linux desktop distributions/users. But, 
with the Ubuntu crowd rolling out a 
new release every 6 months, who is 
going to "get the press?" And, with 
more frequent releases, won't that put 
the PCLinuxOS crowd in playing 
"catch up" with the "latest-greatest" 
Ubuntu release? I cannot even find 
any information on the NEXT 
scheduled release of PCLinuxOS.

    * * The "smallish" PCLinuxOS 
community. Can I get assistance when 
I need it?
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I'm hopeful, given the operability, 
polish, and finish of PCLinuxOS 2007, 
that these minor annoyances can and 
will be addressed. If anyone can assist 
me with answers to my above 
concerns, I welcome them!

To those of you who created this 
shining gem in the Linux community ... 
I bow before you ... I tip my hat ... I 
crown you with olive branch laurels. 
And, as testament to what you have 
created, I am now going to re-install 
PCLinuxOS 2007 on this laptop and 
completely get rid of Windows XP. 
PCLinuxOS 2007 has definitely filled 
the void and given me a viable and 
stable Linux platform for my older, 
refurbished laptop. Hurray!!!

parnote

I have a old computer that runs a AMD 
Sempron 1gig chip.  512 MB of ram 
and a 32 gig hard drive.  It was an old 
system that ran with Windows 98 
version C.  I wanted another computer 
so the kids could go online and not 
mess up the main computer that my 
wife and I use for everything from 
writing to paying bills to reading news 
to......etc. 

I had tried to install Freespire and it 
failed due to compatibility problems 
with the old system.  I did so quick 
research and found PCLinuxOS KDE 
2007.  I downloaded the ISO and 
burned it to a CDRW.  Within 40 
minutes I had PCLinux running on the 
AMD system with an internet 
connection via cable modem!!!  The 
next test was with the kids.  My kids 
are young so websites such as 
CartoonNetwork.com and PBSkids.org 
are important.  These websites were 
great with this OS using Firefox.  The 
house is filled with the sounds of 
online computer games!!!

I have always wanted to run Linux but 
had to wait so that Linux could grow 
up a bit and RUN with my computers 
using AMD chips.  All except for one 
computer have AMD chips. 

I also had fun deleting and using 
something other than a Microsoft 
product even though it was an old 
one.  Wink

My kids have a safer internet 
environment in which to use.

I was able to keep a very good but 
older computer operational without 
spending more money.

The main computer in the house is 
safer

If the kids mess it up all I have to do 
is reinstall PCLinuxOS

Next Project a older laptop with wifi 
 Grin

Doc
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One of the things I have found in 
helping new Linux users understand 
the Linux way of doing things, is that 
the concept of "root" can be a bit 
perplexing because of the inconsistent 
way it is used in the Linux lexicon. In 
much the same way a new computer 
user might confuse the concept of 
gigabytes of RAM with gigabytes of 
hard disk space, so too can newer 
Linux users be confused with the 
various connotations of root.

I apologize if this is not germane to the 
original poster's question, but it may 
shed some light (or perhaps muddy 
the waters more ) for someone.

1. First of all there is "/" (pronounced 
root), aptly described by CO. The top 
most level of the root filesystem. (As in 
root directory) I find it ironic that? "/" is 
used to describe the topmost level of 
the Linux filesystem when most of us 
probably would intuit just the 
opposite.....but I digress. I think of "/" 

as the container for the entire root filesystem

2. The root filesystem. Often represented as "/" but really encompassing all of the 
files and folders that make up the Linux operating system.

3.The root partition. The physical partion or drive that the root file system lives on. 
ALSO frequently referred to as "/"?

4. /root. This is not the root partition or root filesystem, but the home folder of the 
root user.

5. root. Most frequently used to denote the user "root". Or more specifically the 
name of the login account of the the administrative user that has full filesystem 
access privileges. Also known as superuser.

6. As root, gain root, root access,etc.: perform some action with the administrative 
privileges of the root user.

As can be seen, "root" has various connotations dependent upon the context in 
which it is used. It is no wonder that it is hard for many of us to grasp at first.

And I won't even get into? root-window, rootkit, get rooted, root portal, chroot and 
many other similarly phrased terms. Yikes!

WWhhaatt  iiss  ""rroooott""??
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CD

And from member manwananchi, a 
great "alternative" discussion of "root"

It would seem odd if the root partition 
is stuck in the midst of the the 
filesystem, because then where do all 
the folders and everything above root 
reside?

..everything above root? root is like 
GOD in your system, there is no 
"above root", everything is and must 
be under HIM, the whole universe is 
under "/", heck, the universe is the "/", 
going above this is like going over the 
boundary of the universe, or cruising 
past the speed of light? What are you 
going to see? It just doesnt make 
sense ..

HE has his own chilling place at /root 
where he puts his personal stuff and 
where his desktop is. Its locked 

because he is just personal ..

You live in HIS universe and you have your own place to grow up in called "home 
directory", you live in /home ..

He occasionally, allows an extension to his universe from others (usb devices, hard 
drives, cd-roms, floppy drives) under /mnt but this isn't a requirement, HE just likes 
them there since HE can remember where they are all the time.

HE occassionally allows HIS children to fiddle around in places they shouldn't be by 
giving them temporary access to HIS powers by requiring them to provide a root 
access.

HE is a very forgetful GOD so he keeps most of his phyiscal assets in the /dev folder 
where ironically is where his universe is attached too?? Grin( /dev/hdaX ).

He keeps most of his likes and dislikes about how HE runs his universe in /etc. He 
provided a nice place where his kids and anyone who cares to know what he is upto 
in /proc, wanna know what he is smoking? Well, hang around there and if you pray 
hard enough ..you might find out.

The lost+found place? ..well, he generally puts stuff there that he doesnt 
know/remembers where they are supposed to be. It is locked because you aren't 
supposed to "see" his mistakes??
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A lady of my acquaintacne is a very bright and beady-eyed 
Guyanan writer of 80 years. She has been using a computer 
now for about ten years and has worked with Win98SE and 
Win2k. She uses the computer mainly for her writing; also for 
emails, research on the net and for looking at her 
photographs. Some months ago when she was wanting to 
upgrade from her ageing and ailing Win2k machine, I 
refurbished for her a 2 years old Dell PC which I had sitting 
around. It had XP on it and she was well-pleased with it - for a 
while. Until her grandson of 12 got at it. Though she had kept 
her antivirus pretty-well up to date, he managed to download 
over a period of Sunday visits to Grandma enough viruses 
and trojans to virtually bring the machine to a standstill. She 
asked me if I could take it away and clean it up. As I was 
going to have it for about a week, I offered to lend her 
meatime - not without a certain guile - another small machine 
on which PCLOS 2007 is installed. 'See how you get on with 
it,' I said. 'It'll keep you going until I get the Dell back to you.' 
And as she sat there and watched as I plugged it in etc., her 
eyes widened as she saw it identify correctly all her hardware 
and use her broadband connection to get on the net. Within 
ten minutes everything she wanted was up and running. I left 
with fingers crossed.

I'd had the Dell back at my place for about five days when she 
rang up - 'Can you please take Windows XP off that computer 
and put PCLOS on it for me?' I was, as you can imagine, 

delighted. It had worked - I'd hooked her. I installed Minime 
plus the programs she would need and took the Dell over to 
hers. After she'd had it a couple of weeks I dropped in to see 
how she was getting on with it. She said a number of things 
which I think the members of this forum and the devs should 
hear.

'It's easier on the eye.'

'It looks more professional. Like it's there to do a job'.

'It's simpler to use'. (Relating to all the security hassles she'd 
been used to)

'I feel as though I've got back control of my computer.'

'I don't feel any longer as though I have somebody looking 
over my shoulder all the time.'

'I feel as though I now have a friend in the corner of my sitting 
room.'

It really made me feel good that this lady living on her own 
had had her life enhanced just a little by the efforts of the 
devs of this distro. Once again, my thanks go out to all of you 
for creating such an OS. I only wish your efforts could be 
acknowledged far more widely than, as yet, they are. One 
day. One day.

 

besonian
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Chapter 3: Files and Folders
The File System

One of the most powerful features of a 
modern computer system is the ability 
to store data in a form which can be 
easily retrieved and transported or 
copied across to other computer 
systems or media. Data created and 
accessed by a user in the computer is 
stored in what is called a file. This 
concept of an electronic file to store 
electronic data mimics the physical 
world usage of a file to store data 
written on paper. This mimicry is 
carried further by the organization of 
these electronic files into electronic 
folders or directories. Like a physical 
folder, an electronic folder can contain 
many files. A folder may also have sub-
folders or sub-directories.

Note:

We shall be using the terms folder and 
directory interchangeably, unless 

stated otherwise.

Files and folders can be created, copied, moved (i.e. 
transferred) and deleted.  The folders themselves 
areorganized in a hierarchical manner starting at the 
root of the file system. Each user is given a home 
directory and upon logging in, the user is placed in his 
home directory.

Ownerships and Permissions
As the system is set up to handle multiple users concurrently, it needs to have in 
place mechanisms with which it can control the security and privacy of the file 
system. It needs to be able to control access to the file system resources for each 
individual user. In addition, it also has to be able to control access at a group level ( 
i.e. users who belong to the same group can be given certain privileges ) with 
respect to the file system operations. To be able to perform these features, 
associated with each file or folder are the categories:

owner

group

others

FFiilleess  aanndd  FFoollddeerrss
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and the file permissions:

read (r)

write (w)

execute (x)

and the directory permissions:

read (r)

write (w)

access (x)

Associated with a file are the 
categories owner, group and others 
and the permissions which each one 
of these have on the file. The user id 
of the user who creates a file by 
default becomes the owner of the file. 
User ids on the system are assigned 
to one or more groups. When a user id 
is created on the system, a group 
which has the same name as the user 
id is also created and the new user id 
belongs to this group. By default this 

group (which has the same name as the file owner) is associated with the file. All of 
the other user ids on the system which are not the owner of the file or do not belong 
to the group associated with the file, are placed in the category others.

By default the owner has read and write permission for a non-executable file and 
read, write and execute permission for an executable file. The group associated with 
the file has read permission for a non-executable file and read, and execute rights 
for an executable file. The others group has read only permission for a non-
executable file and read, and execute rights for an executable file.

The rights and ownership concepts described above apply to directories too. 
 However, since a directory cannot be executed, access rights are substituted for 
execution rights. Access to a directory means that the user id with the appropriate 
permission can descend into the directory (i.e. change directory to it).

The File Manager application described below may be used to view and modify the 
ownership and permissions of a file or folder. Only the owner of a file/folder can 
change its permissions and only the superuser or root can change the ownership of 
a file/folder.

Viewing and Modifying the Permissions of a File or Folder

To view the owner and group of a file/folder and/or to modify its permission settings, 
right click on the file and choose Properties or select the file/folder and select from 
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the menu bar at the top or:

File --> Properties

Click on the Permissions tab. The 
owner and group of the file/folder are 
displayed as well as the associated 
permissions. The ¨Others¨ tab shows 
the permissions for users who are not 
the owner of the file or a member of 
the owners group. A screenshot is 
provided below:

To change the permissions, click on the arrow next to the boxes and choose the new 
pe rmissions desired. Click on OK to apply the changes.

Note: It is recommended that you do not modify the default 
file/folder permission settings unless you know what you are 
doing. This is to minimize the risk of compromising the security 
of the files and folders. 

Using the File Manager

As it is possible for a user to create and store hundreds and thousands of files and 
folders, a File Manager is needed to assist the user to manage and manipulate 
these files and the file system on which it resides.

In this section, a brief description of the File Manager and how to use it is given. 
 More details can be obtained by clicking on the Main Menu and then on More 
Applications, Documentation, and then KDE Help Center. After the KDE Help Center 
opens, choose KDE User Manual and scroll down to "II. The File Manager."

KDE User Manual --> The File Manager

To start using the File Manager (Konqueror), double-click on the home directory icon 
on the desktop or in the panel. (This should be named "Home" and look like this:
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When you click on 
the ¨Home¨ icon 
seen above the File 
Manager will open a 
window that looks 
like this:

By default, the File Manager window 
consists of a side pane and a main 
view pane. At the top of the window 
just under the window title bar, are the 
menu bar and the location bar.

The view pane displays the files and folders contained in the current directory that 
the user is in. These can be displayed as icons (default) or changed to display them 
as a listing of filenames.

The side pane contains an icon that represents the current file or current folder. The 
side pane also contains information about the current file or current folder.   A 
hierarchical (tree) view of the file system on the computer can be obtained from the 
side pane. By navigating through this, you can access files and folders outside your 
home directory (provided of course that you have the permission to do so).

Accessing Files and Programs

From the view pane of the File Manager, you can open files as well as run (launch) 
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executable programs by double-
clicking on the icon representing them.

Creating New Folders

To create a new folder under the folder 
you are currently in, move the mouse 
to the menu bar at the top (just 
beneath the title bar of the window) 
and click on Edit and then click on 
Create New. A submenu will pop out 
to the right, and then click on Folder. A 
new folder will appear ( as seen below 
) on the view pane and you will have to 
type in the name of the new folder.

Copy Files and Folders

If you want to make a copy of a file you will have to place the copy in another folder 
as you cannot have two files with the same name, in the same folder. To copy a file, 
right click on the file in the view pane to select it. Then select ¨Copy To¨ from the 
drop down menu as seen below:

After selecting ¨Copy To¨ you will see another drop down 
menu that lists your entire file system. Choose where you 
want the file to be copied to and select ¨Copy Here.¨

Another method is to 
right click the file which will bring up the same drop 
down menu seen above. You can also click on the file 
in the view pane to select it and then select from the 
menu bar at the top,
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Edit --> Copy File...

This will open a dialog box where you 
can type in the path to the folder to 
where you want to move the file to or 
click on the browse folder and 
navigate to it, as seen below:

The procedures above can be done 
with folders also.

To copy more than one file or folder at 
a time, select multiple files/folders by 
holding down the CTRL key while 
clicking on the files or folders. Then 
repeat the steps shown above.

Moving Files and Folders

Moving a file or folder is different from 

copying in that a copy of the file/folder is not made, ( i.e. only one copy of the 
file/folder exists ), and the file/folder is transferred from one folder to another.

To move a file, right click on the file in the view pane to select it. Then select ¨Move 
To¨ from the drop down menu as seen below:

After selecting ¨Move To¨ you will see another drop down 
menu that lists your entire file system. Choose where 
you want the file to be copied to and select ¨Move Here.¨

Another way of moving a file is to drag and drop the file 
into the destination folder.

You can also click on the file in the view pane to select it and then select from the 
menu bar at the top,

Edit --> Move Files...

This will open a dialog box where you can type in the path to the folder to where you 
want to move the file to or click on the browse folder and navigate to it, as seen 
below:
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The procedures above can be done 
with folders too.

To move more than one file or folder at 
a time, select multiple files/folders by 
holding down the CTRL key while 
clicking on the files or folders.

Renaming Files and Folders

To rename a file, right click on the file 
in the view pane to select it. Then 
select ¨Rename¨ from the drop down 
menu as seen below:

and then type in the new name. You 
can also click on the file in the view 
pane to select it and then select from 
the menu bar at the top,

Edit --> Rename

The procedures above can be done with folders also.

Deleting Files and Folders

To delete a file, click on the file in the view pane to select it. Then select from the 
menu bar at the top,

Edit --> Move to Trash

You can also right click on the file and select ¨Move to Trash¨ or “Delete” from the 
drop menu.

Alternately, you can select the file and then use the DELETE key on the keyboard to 
delete the file. This has the same effect as above of moving the file to the Trash 
folder.

It is still possible to salvage a deleted file from the Trash. To do this double-click on 
the Trash icon on the desktop to open up the Trash folder. Then you can move the 
file you want to salvage to the desired folder. 

Note: if you delete the file from the Trash then it cannot be recovered anymore.
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The procedures above can be done 
with folders also.

To delete more than one file or folder 
at a time, select multiple files/folders 
by holding down the CTRL key while 
clicking on the files or folders.

The Trash Can

The trash can icon on the desktop 
contains files and folders which you 
have deleted using the File Manager 
or an application run from the desktop. 
As noted above, it is a special folder in 
which it is still possible to recover the 
deleted items to another folder so as 
to "undelete" them. However, over 
time, the trash folder will be filled up, 
as many files and folders get deleted 
through usage. So it is a good idea to 
periodically empty or delete the items 
found in the trash.

To empty the trash, right-click on the trash icon and 
select "Empty Trash Bin."  Otherwise, you can open 
the trash by double-clicking on it and then select:

Edit -> Selection -> Select All

and then:

Edit -> Delete

Using A Text Editor

Very often it is necessary to use the computer to input some text or to modify the 
data in a text file. While a full-fledged word processor like OpenOffice.org's Writer 
may be used, it can be an overkill since the sophisticated features and formatting 
available with a word processor are not needed in many cases. A text editor can be 
used instead. The PCLinuxOS system comes installed with many text editors. In this 
section we shall be looking at how to use a text editor which comes with the KDE 
Desktop - KWrite.
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Note:
A text file here refers to a 
file which contains pure text 
printing characters only. 
 Some types of files  ( e.g. 
those created by a word 
processor ), while appearing 
to be text-only actually 
contain other non-printing 
characters and hence are not 
pure-text files.

Starting KWrite

KWrite may be started from the Main 
Menu,

Main Menu --> More Applications --> 
Editors --> KWrite

After KWrite has started, you can immediately type in text into the main edit window. 
The mouse is also used extensively in KWrite, to move around the document as well 
as to perform editing functions.

Inputing Text

Text can be entered by simply typing into the main KWrite window. By default, the 
text will wrap to the next line when it reaches the border of the editing window.

Marking Text

The mouse may be used to mark (highlight) a block of text by clicking on the 
beginning of the block and dragging the mouse to the end of the block before 
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releasing it.

Deleting Text

Text can be deleted one character at a 
time by moving the mouse to the 
character in question and using the 
DELETE or BACKSPACE keys in the 
normal fashion.

If there is a lot of text to be deleted, a 
more efficient way to delete text is to 
mark it first and then press the 
DELETE key on the keyboard. 

Copy, Cut, and Paste

Text can be edited by marking it first 
and then selecting Cut, or Copy from 
the buttons at the top. "Cutting" will 
result in the marked text being copied 
into a storage buffer and then deleted 
from the editing window, while 
"Copying" will result in just a copy of 

the text being copied into the storage buffer without the deletion of the original text. 
The text cut/copied in this way can then be pasted into another part of the document 
by moving the mouse to the desired location and selecting the Paste button at the 
top.

Another way of invoking these functions is to click on the Edit option on the top menu 
bar and selecting the desired function, e.g.

Edit --> Cut

Edit --> Copy

Edit --> Paste

Undo

After performing an editing function, ( e.g. deleting a block of text ), you can undo the 
action by clicking on the Undo button at the top. The Undo function can also be 
invoked using the Edit menu selection at the top.

Saving Text

The text typed in can be saved by clicking on the File option on the main menu bar 
at the top and selecting,
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File --> Save As...

Move to the folder you want to save 
the file in and enter the name of the 
file to save.

Find and Replace

The Find button can be used to locate 
a text string. By default this search is 
not case sensitive and will also locate 
the text if it is part of a word. These 
default options can be changed from 
the Find dialog.

The Replace button can be used to 
locate a text string and replacing it with 
another. Again the default options of 
non-case sensitive and matching part 
of a word can be changed.

The Find and Replace functions can 
also be performed using the Search 
menu selection at the top.

Opening A File

You can edit a text document already saved on the system by opening it. From the 
main menu at the top choose,

File --> Open

and select the file to open.

Preferences

Preferences can be set from the Preferences menu selection,

Edit --> Preferences

The Preferences you can set include the font, color and point size to be used, tab 
spacing, autowrapping, and autoindenting.

Help
More information on how to use KWrite can be obtained by selecting Help from the 
menu at the top.
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How to configure a five button 
mouse
I inadvertently found a solution to this 
problem. I installed PCLOS-Gnome 
after killing my PCLOS installation 
trying to install Gnome. The Forward 
and Back mouse buttons worked, out 
of the box,  in PCLOS-Gnome, and not 
just in Firefox, but also Nautilus. I 
didn't have a clue what the difference 
was, but it worked. Being the curious 
type, I figured it out. Imwheel is 
preinstalled in PCLOS-Gnome 2008, 
and is not preinstalled in PCLOS 2007. 
If you are using PCLOS 2007 you will 
need to open Synaptic and install 
imwheel and add the following 2 lines 
to  /etc/X11/imwheel/startup.conf, 
including the quotation marks.

IMWHEEL_START=1

IMWHEEL_PARAMS="-k –rc 
/etc/X11/imwheel/imwheelrc.generic"

That is all it takes. There is no need to 
edit xorg.conf. One more kudo for 
PCLOS-Gnome 2008, it just works! 

Dave

How to burn an iso (CD) in 
Windows

ISO files are actually images of 
complete CDs compiled as one whole 
image, just like Ghost does for hard 
disks and partitions. ISO images can 
be loaded into several different CD 
recording software packages to 
create CDs.

Nero - Burning ROM (Ahead 
Software)

Steps to create a CD if you have 
installed Nero - Burning ROM:

1. Download the ISO CD image to a 
folder on your computer.

2. Insert a blank CD in your CD-RW 
drive.

3. Start Nero Burning.

4. Follow the wizard steps to select 
Data CD creation.

5. When the wizard closes, click Burn 
Image on the File menu.

6. In the Open dialog box, select the 
ISO file, and then click Open.

7. In the wizard, click Burn to write 
the image to the CD.

EasyCD Creator (Roxio)

Steps to create a CD if you have 
installed EasyCD Creator:

1. Download the ISO CD image to a 
folder on your computer.

2. Insert a blank CD in your CD-RW 
drive.

3. Start Windows Explorer.

4. Locate the ISO file, right-click the 
file name, and then click Open to start 
EasyCD.

5. In the Write Method section of the 
CD Creation Setup dialog box, click 
Disk at Once for optimum recording 
performance.

6. Click OK to write the image to the 
CD.
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Help with documentation
From the PCLinuxOS Documentation 
Wiki

Another good source of information for 
anyone new to PCLinuxOS is the Wiki. 
If you have any howtos, tips, or tricks, 
you can send them on to me at: 
papawoob@pclosmag.com and then 
go to the Wiki and post them there 
also. This will benefit our readers and 
by posting them in the Wiki it will 
benefit everyone who uses 
PCLinuxOS. Below you will find 
several links to places where you can 
lend a hand in many different ways. 

Sign up here: sign up to these forums 
for a login to the forums and this wiki 
and then you can:

Make changes to this Wiki. =)

The main Wiki page is located here

If you want to participate more heavily, 

post a note in 'add me to a project' to 
request documentation channel access 
and let us know your interests.

Subscribe to the documentation mailing 
list

sign up to the main pclinuxos.com 
forums (if you have not already) since 
this Wiki will be moved over there soon.

Help with to do items

Discuss or help with the todo list. It's 
very helpful to hear your opinions, 
because it lets us know what's 
important to you.
Edit and discuss pages

Just check out a page or two, edit it 
and contribute a little. Even a spelling 
correction is a big boost. At the top of 
every page is a 'discussion' tab. Click it 
to visit that page's "talk page" and add 
your comments. Sign your comments 

with four tilde characters: ~~~~ and 
your signature will be automatically 
added.

Be a Gnome

Wiki gnomes are always around 
without being underfoot. They fix 
typos, answer questions, and are the 
magical element which makes a Wiki 
work well. These are the things you 
can do to be the best gnome you can 
be:

We are also trying to move as many of 
the articles that have been published 
in this magazine that are howtos, tips, 
tricks, etc to the Wiki so that both the 
Wiki and the Magazine will get more 
exposure and provide more useful 
information to more PCLinuxOS users. 
If you are interested in helping with 
this project please contact me at:

papawoob@pclosmag.com

To volunteer "create account" at the 
Wiki, then login and start at the 
"PclosMag2wiki" page. It is as simple 
as that.

HHeellpp  WWiitthh  DDooccuummeennttaattiioonn

http://www.mypclinuxos.com/doku.php
http://docs.pclinuxos.com/Main_Page
http://www.mypclinuxos.com/doku.php
http://mail.mypclinuxos.com/mailman/listinfo/docs_mypclinuxos.com
http://www.pclinuxos.com/index.php?option=com_smf&Itemid=26
http://docs.pclinuxos.com/Todo
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Doing any of these things listed above 
will be a service to everyone who uses 
PCLinuxOS and make it that much 
easier for anyone who wants to 
convert from Windows or even another 
Linux or BSD distro. This is an 
opportunity to contribute to the 
community and to those who are 
where you were once. I hope to see 
some of you there soon!

Papawoob

You have just installed 
PCLinuxOS 2007, so what do I 
do next?

Open the Synaptic Software Manager

Click Reload

Click Mark all Updates

Click Apply

Reboot

Now you are ready to install additional 
software from the repository. 

I want to upgrade from PCLOS 
2007 to PCLOS 2008 but is 
there a way i can do this 
without having to burn another 
cd and reinstall it all???

pclinuxos is a 'meta distro'  that is, it 
works on the principle of rolling 

updates.  whatever you update in 
2007 will bring you up to date with 
2008.  for example, minime uses the 
2.6.22.15 kernel.  you can search for 
this in synaptic, install it and then 
your install is pretty much the same 
as minime.

i think the last series of pclinuxos 
went on for four years.  had it not 
been for the change from gcc3 to 
gcc4, it might well be going still.

just keep updating regularly and you 
have the current version.
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I had never heard of PCLinuxOS 07 until I was introduced to it 
as part of a free DVD with Linux Magazine.  I have had only 
casual contact with Linux in the past - having installed and 
played around a bit with RedHat and Suse distributions. 
 Previously my impression of Linux was that it was great as far 
as it went, but that it was complicated to configure even for 
someone with above average computer experience, and that I 
could never introduce it to any of my less computer-oriented 
family members as a realistic alternative to Windows.

So, it was with low expectations that I stuck the PCLinuxOS 
live DVD into my old Pro Star laptop.  I was absolutely 
shocked to see that it automatically recognized all of my 
laptop's hardware, including the wireless card, and within five 
minutes I was up and running with all the functionality that I 
could desire.  The desktop was attractive and uncluttered, and 
had a nice "windowsy" feel for those of us who are used to it. 
 I had already been sold on open source applications such as 
OpenOffice and GIMP and was delighted to see those 
included as well.

The next thing that impressed me was the high-speed/low-
drag feel of the OS.  Even though I was running off a live disk 
it had an intangible feeling of stability and efficiency which I 
don't get with Windows.  I always feel that XP (and I assume 
Vista whenever I get around to trying it) is "trying too hard" to 

help me do what I want to do, and getting in my way half the 
time by jumping to conclusions...

Anyway, I was on an extended trip overseas with my wife. 
 We both had our laptops (My old Pro Star and her generic 
Intel unbranded laptop).  Hers was acting up badly and I 
couldn't re-install windows because I didn't have the 
software.  I did, however, have my PCLinuxOS disk.  I 
booted live to the PCLinuxOS (which immediately recognized 
all of her hardware as well), backed up all her data onto an 
external drive, then installed PCLinuxOS on her laptop.  I 
was able to install the OS, set her up on my wireless 
network, and configure network printing in about 15 minutes 
despite the fact I'd never installed PCLinuxOS before.  It was 
a truly refreshing experience!  After a short familiarization 
tour my wife (a bit of a technophobe) was happily using 
PCLinuxOS and even she admits she may not need to go 
back to XP. 

I can't compliment the developers of PCLinuxOS enough on 
their fantastic distribution.  Although for the forseeable future 
I'll probably always have a windows computer or two in the 
house, I'm going to devote a much greater proportion of my 
sytems to PCLinuxOS.  Thanks again for your dedication to 
the project!

OldeEnglish
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by Gary L. Ratliff Sr. 
<eronstuc@gmail.com>

Recently my wife reminded me that 
she had not seen our son in way over 
a year. As you may have read in the 
article from last month, my idea of a 
vacation seems to be a retreat to 
Second Life!! So I suggested that she 
go. Now on the return trip she brought 
Gary II's computer home for me to fix. 
It seemed to have developed a virus 
which would prevent it from running 
Firefox and being able to receive any 
email among other problems.  

Once I connected the speakers, 
monitor and keyboard and applied 
power, I saw an interesting item on the 
right side of the monitor which I 
learned was the Gadget Sidebar of the 
Google Desktop. Having seen the 
system in operation and tried to run 
several programs which failed to load. 
I attached my MyBook to one of his 

usb ports and created a backup of his system to a file folder named “GaryII.”

Then in PCLinuxOS on my system I did a search for the Google Desktop and 
learned that there were versions for Windows, MAC, and Linux. The Linux versions 
were available as either debs or rpms for i386 or debs and rpms for i64 systems. 
Since PCLinuxOS uses rpm's I downloaded the file for the i386 rpm directly from the 
Google site. I then changed to root and installed this using:

NOTE: Installing programs from outside the PCLinuxOS repositories can be 
destructive to your system. Do so at your own risk.

su 
<enter root password>
cd /home/gary/desktop
rpm -i google-desktop-linux-current.rpm

I also installed the Windows Version on the Windows partition of my HP system. 
Here is where  I noticed the difference in that the Windows version has Desktop 
Gadgets which the Linux version currently lacks. The issue of gadgets for future 
Linux versions is heavily discussed in the forums and is definitely under 
consideration. 

GGrreeaatt  GGooooggllee  GGooooddiieess
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 Here is the Google Desktop with 
Google Gadgets activated on the 
Windows Partition of my HP system. If 
you read the pdf version of my article 
on Miro you will know that this is Liz 
and me as the desktop background 
image. The gadgets are selected by 
the user. I like the large clock. And 
there is a link to the Linux.com website 
to keep me up to date on the latest 
happenings in this system. I also have 

a show of the latest photos from MyPictures and notification of any gmail as it 
arrives.

Here is a set of thumbnails of 
the jpg files which have been 
uploaded from my camera. 
This makes it easy to view the 
available pictures and select 
those which match the article 
text.  Starting a search by 
“double clicking” the Control 
key is fast and efficient.

You may also find the Google 
desktop directly in the PCLinuxOS repositories.  Simply run synaptic and do a 

search for Google. Install in the usual manner. The list presented will also reveal 
items like GoogleEarth and Google calendar. You may have also noticed that my 
email address: eronstuc@gmail.com uses one of the main “Google Goodies:” gmail. 
 Having this account creates a 2 gigabyte user space. There is also an application 
available to allow you to utilize this space as a file system. This requires obtaining a 
different kernel and might be an interesting concept to investigate. Also having a 
gmail account is one of the requirements for developing software for Google. So if 
you are a developer you may wish to contribute to developing the desktop gadgets 
for the next version of Google desktop for Linux.
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The icon for the desktop is placed in 
the lower panel as seen above. Click 
the icon and you are asked to make 
your search preferences known. Here 
is a preference page completely filled 
out. The searching begins at once and 
is not noticed at all.

Once this is accomplished your 
computer is searched and indexed. 
There is a link to determine the status 
of this indexing and it seems to require 
about 8 hours to complete. The 
process is accomplished completely 
as a background task and does not 
interfere with the use of the system.

Once it is accomplished you are able to search your computer by simply hitting the 
Control key twice. Were this a mouse the instruction: double click the Control key 
would convey the idea perfectly. Now searching images *.jpg in my case will reveal 
in a browser a list of the jpg pictures (as seen above) I have used in each of the 
articles I have written and saved on my home folder. This along with thumbnails of 
each of these items.  This ability to rapidly search and find items on your computer is 
invaluable especially as one grows older.

Once you have obtained a 
gmail account, you will be able 
to find the Google docs and 
spreadsheet which will allow 
creating documents directly on 
the website. These may be 
shared and developed by 
other people who you allow so 
that they may co-author and 
otherwise cooperate in a 
project. There is also Pisca 
which is for sharing 
photographs. Then lest we 
forget Google also offers the 
vastly popular: You Tube. With 

its sponsorship of the Summer of Code, Google is also contributing to the training of 
open source developers. 
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Congratulations to Google which has 
shown itself to be a strong friend of 
Linux. They offer many items which 
you may wish to install on your 
system. I hope you will find one or 
several you enjoy. By the way, getting 
a gmail account seemed to be a by 
invitation only item. A search showed 
that if I would send them my cell 
phone number they would send me  a 
code to allow me to get a gmail 
account. If this is still required I do not 
know. I know that having 2 gigs of 
space for mail or computer storage 
 online is very useful.

How to update your 
PCLinuxOS system

Updating PCLinuxOS is a 1-2-3 
process. Simply run from the menu. 
Configuration -> Packaging -> 
Synaptic Software Manager. The 
program will ask you for your 
root/admin password before launching 
Synaptic.

1. Click Reload (This will pull in an 
updated file list)

2. Click Mark All Upgrades (This will 
mark all updates available)

3. Click Apply (This will begin the 
update after providing a summary 
page)

Synaptic will start pulling in packages 
and then apply the updates to your 
system.

How to turn off Kde "Open 
with" file dialog

KDE 3.5.x:

Open KDE Control Center

Go go Components -> Service 
Manager

Uncheck Media Notifer Dameon

Click on Stop

Click on Apply

Now when you insert a music CD, 
DVD, or Blank CDR, the appropiate 
application will automatically run such 
as kscd, kaffeine or k3b without the 
additional KDE box that pops up 
asking you what you want to do.
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Hi guys,

I've been using PCLinuxOS for about 
three months but have only now gotten 
around to joining the forum. Like many 
other Linux newbies it was curiosity 
that brought me here.

I can't remember exactly what it was, 
but I think it was the realization that my 
laptop was two years old that got me 
thinking of upgrading. Naturally Vista 
was an option, but being a fairly avid 
tech reader I knew better. OS X 
appealed to me visually (the current 
laptop was very nearly a PowerBook), 
but the cost of the hardware and the 
way Apple locks you into their 
hardware/software wasn't to my taste 
either. Besides, with Apple using Intel 
chips, I figured there was no hardware 
advantage.

Long story short, I started reading up 
on Linux (vaguely recalling seeing Red 

hat Linux in a shop years ago). Well as 
it turns out, things have changed quite 
a bit! I ended up getting PCLinuxOS as 
a LiveCD with a magazine and I can 
say without a doubt that it is the best 
thing ever.

As I was still settling into my new place, 
things were sort of on the backburner 
but one day I installed it, with no 
problems at all! Most of my hardware 
was recognized, although getting the 
wireless to work was a bit tricky 
(needed a software button fix). 
Although no problems anywhere else.

After three months, I can safely say 
that I will never go back to Windows, at 
least for my personal computing. Linux 
is definitely a better OS and from what 
I've read and experienced, PCLInuxOS 
is one of the more solid and user-
friendly distributions out there. The fact 
that so much is included from the getgo 
is a huge bonus (like music support for 
instance). One aspect of Linux I 

particularly like is the level of 
customization; which is to say, very 
high.

Now that I have Skype working, there's 
only one program I need Windows for 
and hopefully I'll have a replacement 
for that lined up shortly. I admit I was a 
bit skeptical when about reading 
people who claimed that after a month 
they deleted their Windows portion 
entirely, but now I may have to change 
my opinion!

As mentioned above, the LiveCD is a 
great invention. I have already taken 
the laptop into the office once. I had a 
couple of takers for a demonstration. 
Most were kind of non-committal; until 
they saw Compiz-Fusion that is. Well, 
suddenly there was a bit more 
attention paid to this new "Linux" thing. 
My LiveCD has already gone to two 
different people although I would like 
to do a general luncheon demo so that 
more co-workers can see why I 
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constantly rave about it!

So, hats off to Texstar and the gang 
for doing me the biggest computing 
favour in years (no need to upgrade the 
laptop now); and although I'm not much of a 
salesman, I spread the word about PCLinuxOS 
to everyone I meet.

IrishGuy
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by Papawoob

Just thought I would try and bring 
everyone a list of currently active 
PCLinuxOS based distros. If I have 
missed any, I apologize. If anyone 
knows of any others that are being 
actively developed please drop me a 
note at the Magazine website or at 
Papawoob@pclosmag.com.

AmaroK Live

amaroK Live is a stripped-down live 
CD of the GNU/Linux operating 
system, based on PCLinuxOS, with a 
fully functional amaroK music player. It 
is meant to display the features and 
power of amaroK. The goals of this 
project are: create something cool to 
promote amaroK, offer an easy way to 
introduce people to amaroK, provide a 
way to demonstrate the new features 
of amaroK when a suitable Linux 
installation is not available, and make 
it easy to remaster the live CD.

ArcheOS

ArcheOS is an acronym for Archaeological Operating System. It is a GNU/Linux live 
DVD distribution, based on PCLinuxOS, with specialist software for archaeological 
purposes.

CAElinux
CAElinux is based on PCLinuxOS and is designed for computer aided engineering. 
Based on the open-source CAE softwares Salomé & Code_Aster, you can load 
STEP / IGES geometry in Salomé and start partitionning and meshing your problem 
in just 5 minutes.

Granular Linux

Granular Linux is an easy-to-use, desktop Linux distribution based on PCLinuxOS. 
Its main features are a carefully selected set of applications for common tasks, the 
ability to customize the distribution, and the inclusion of two popular desktop 
environments - the flexible KDE and the lightweight Xfce.

PPCCLLiinnuuxxOOSS  BBaasseedd  DDiissttrrooss

http://www.salome-platform.org/home/presentation/overview/
http://www.code-aster.org/V2/spip.php?rubrique2
http://amarok.kde.org/wiki/Amarok_Live#Amarok_Live
http://www.arc-team.com/wiki/doku.php
http://www.caelinux.com/CMS/
http://www.granularproject.org/
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Karoshi
Karoshi is a free and open source 
school server operating system based 
on PCLinuxOS. Karoshi provides a 
simple graphical interface that allows 
for quick installation, setup and 
maintenance of a network.

Ruby on Rails

Rails Live CD is a specialist 
distribution providing a pre-configured 
and fully operating Ruby on Rails 
development environment on a 
bootable CD. The distribution is 
derived from PCLinuxOS.

SAM Linux Desktop

SAM Linux Desktop, a live and 
installation CD based on PCLinuxOS, 
is an easy-to-use, fast and clean XFce 
Linux desktop for home users. The 
distribution is enhanced by several 

popular non-free applications, such as Macromedia Flash plugin, Java and 
RealPlayer.

VideoLinux

VideoLinux is a PCLinuxOS-based distribution with focus on DVD backups, video 
encoding and transcoding, DVD authoring, format conversion and pretty much 
anything else you want to do with video.

TinyMe

TinyMe is a scaled down version of PCLinuxOS 2007. The latest version is delivered 
as a 177 MB liveCD and features the Lightweight X11 Desktop Environment, 
Synaptic, and the PCLinuxOS Control Center. It comes with a few applications, so it 
could be a really light version of PCLOS for older computers or a foundation on 
which to build your own system as you choose.

PCFluxboxOS

PCFluxboxOS is a series of remasters of PCLinuxOS catering for different end-user 
needs. All the following remasters are installable live-CDs and all come with the i586 
'Legacy' Kernel 2.6.18.8 for increased compatibility with older hardware. Newer 
kernels can be installed via Synaptic.

http://karoshi.linuxgfx.co.uk/
http://rubyonrails.org/
http://www.sam-linux.org/
http://videolinux.net/news.php
http://www.mypclinuxos.com/doku.php/tinyme:home
http://pcfluxboxos.wikidot.com/
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TinyFlux - Version 0.5b out now for 
testing (released 15 August 2007)

A minimal desktop experience within a 
tiny ISO of 225MB.

Main applications: Opera (inc Flash 9); 
Sylpheed (e-mail); Thunar (file 
manager); Audacious (XMMS/WinAmp 
clone); mtPaint (image manipulation); 
Grafburn for CD/DVD burning; 
Synaptic (package manager); PCLOS 
Control Centre; guided installer.

See TinyFlux downloads page for full 
details

MidiFlux - release expected 
September 2007

A large selection of applications in a 
relatively small ISO expected to be 
about 350MB in size

FullFlux - release expected September 
2007

A huge selection of apps in a 
whopping 700MB full live CD

NanoFlux - release expected October 
2007

A miniscule distribution stripped down 

to Fluxbox and Synaptic. Add your own apps to build your perfect system!

RescueFlux - release expected November 2007

A small ISO containing all the apps you might need to prepare for, or rescue an 
installation.

Keldix Linux
Keldix is a Linux distribution primarily for the Small business Office and Home Office 
(SOHO) market. Keldix is a live-dvd built on PCLinuxOS. 

PCLOS Gnome
All new bootsplash, backgrounds, and really nice features, upgraded to a great 
looking operating system and the best out-of-the-box look, and user experience 
possible!

Business Edition Linux (BEL)
BEL or Business Edition Linux is a business implementation of PCLinuxOS 2007. 
Our goal is to provide solutions for small business needs using one of the easiest to 
use Linux Distributions available.

MythTVOS
MythTVOS 2008 is based on MiniMe 2008 and has MythTV and all plugins installed 
and (pre)configured.

http://keldix.com/
http://www.linuxgator.org/
http://www.mypclinuxos.com/doku.php/business-edition
http://www.mypclinuxos.com/doku.php/mythtvos
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Just boot from the livecd, select your 
TV / SAT / CABLE card and scan for 
channels…

EeePCLinuxO
EeePCLinuxOS is a PCLinuxOS 
remaster specifically for the EeePC.

PCLinux Educator
We are working on an educational 
meta-package, for PCLinuxOS2007.

According to our development team 

educational software, or even an educational distro, goes further than kde-edu, 
childsplay and gcompris.

 

Minime
This is a minimal LiveCD that is bootable, plus it can be installed. Add in your own 
background, window decoration, localizations, preferred applications and supporting 
libraries to fully trick out your desktop. In addition you can remaster your own custom 
version of PCLinuxOS. Have fun! You can find the .iso image under the Downloads 
button at: http://www.pclinuxos.com/index.php?option=com_frontpage&Itemid=1

Linux EduCD
The site is in Polish and I was unable to translate it.

http://www.pclinuxos.com/index.php?option=com_frontpage&Itemid=1
http://www.eeepclinuxos.com/
http://www.mypclinuxos.com/doku.php/edulos
http://www.linux-educd.pl/



